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HENEYHAEOLDWELCHPEAESON, F.E.S.

A familiar figure with an almost boyish gait no longer tramps the

Avenue, no longer climbs the winding stair, no longer tends The Gardens.

Henry Harold Welch Pearson lies at rest on the Cycad hill at

Kirstenbosch.

It is hard, indeed, to contemplate this untimely loss, not only to South

Africa, but to the botanical world in general, for the name of Pearson will

for all time be associated with the great Cycad family, the Gnetales, and

South Africa's National G-ardens.

Pearson came to South Africa, a comparatively young man, some

fourteen years ago ; he has thus laid down a strenuous and fruitful life with

an all too sudden suddenness.

Born at Long Sutton, Lincolnshire, in 1870, he died in Cape Town after

a short illness on November 3, 1916. He was educated privately and

matriculated in the University of London in 1889.

Entering the University of Cambridge as a non-collegiate student in

October, 1893, he secured a First Class in Part I of the Natural Science

Tripos, and entered Christ's College in 1896. In Part II of the Natural

Science Tripos he again obtained a First Class, and was elected a Founda-

tion Scholar and Darwin Prizeman at his college. Almost immediately after

this he proceeded to Ceylon as a Wort's Travelling Scholar of the Univer-

sity, and spent some six months there chiefly engaged on oecological studies.

For his work in Ceylon he was awarded the Walsingham medal. He
returned to Cambridge in 1898, and was appointed Assistant Curator of

the University Herbarium under Marshall Ward, for whom he always bore

the greatest admiration and respect. Very soon after this he was elected

Frank Smart Student in Botany at Gonville and Caius College.

In 1899 he was appointed Assistant for India in the Herbarium at Kew-

In 1903 he came to South Africa to fill the newly-founded Harry Bolus

Chair of Botany at the South African College, Cape Town, and ten years

later he combined this post with that of Honorary Director of the National

Botanic Gardens at Kirstenbosch.

The field of investigation covered by Pearson includes work of first-class

importance dealing with histology, physiology, oecology, and geographical

distribution
; in fact, it was characteristic of him that he always attempted

to look at the problem he had in hand from all points of view.

His first published paper dealt with the anatomy of the seedling of
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Bowenia, a remarkable Australian Cycad, and even at that time it is clear

that many problems relating to the physiology and oecology of the Cycads

must have been prominent in his mind. This was Pearson's first piece of

research work at Cambridge and it is interesting to note that he never

forsook this group, which had for him a peculiar fascination.

His account of the botany of the Ceylon Patanas is of exceptional

interest to the South African botanist in that the flora of the Patanas bears

in many respects a striking resemblance to that of the High Yeld in South

Africa, and one regrets that other duties and strenuous work .prevented

Pearson from pursuing the oecological studies begun in Ceylon further with

respect to the grassland of this country, especially as the same problems

and questions that presented themselves in Ceylon must have occurred again

and again to him here.

His study of the Patana vegetation aroused an interest in Xerophytes,

which he retained to the end. In particular, he drew attention to the

absence of plants with bulbs or tubers from the flora of the dry Patanas,

and in this respect it must have formed a striking contrast to that which

he encountered in his travels in South Africa.

While at Kew Pearson was engaged chiefly in systematic botany, but

he also undertook a morphological study of the double pitchers found in

certain members of the genus Bischidia, and from his examination of dried

and scanty material he put forward the novel theory that the double pitchers

represented Xerophytic characters. His systematic work included the

working up of the Verbenaceae for the ' Flora Capensis.'

Coming to South Africa in 1903, Pearson's first botanical publications

dealt with the Verl)enaceae, and very soon afterwards he published an

instructive and useful paper on the South African Cycads.

At an early date he turned his attention to the study of the flora of

South -West Africa, where he travelled and explored the desert regions

inhabited by WelwitscJda and other no less remarkal)le Xerophytes. His

observations on Welwitschia were not confined to the field, but were supple-

mented by a series of classical papers detailing the results of anatomical

and histological studies. He first made himself thoroughly familiar with

the natural history of the plant, journeying to Damaraland on no less than

three occasions solely with the object of studying it in the field.

As a result of these observations he concluded that full-grown plants

reached an age of considerably over a hundred years, that they were

pollinated by insects, and that when growing in contact they frequently

formed natural grafts. The material which was acquired on these different

expeditions formed the basis for a most exhaustive study in his laboratory

at Cape Town of the details connected with the process of fertilisation in

Welwitschia, and conclusions of extraordinary interest relating to the

organisation and structure of the endosperm were put forward by Pearson.
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His paper on the subject communicated to the Eoyal Society of London

may well be regarded as his masterpiece. It is here that he cleverly dis-

posed of a puzzling and troublesome structure by his term " trophophyte."

In like manner in his first paper, also communicated to the Royal Society,

he was responsible for introducing the term " prothalial-tube."

At this time, when he was so actively engaged in the histological study

of the endosperm of Welwitschia, he had naturally taken advantage of the

enthusiasm which he had instilled into his more promising students to pro-

secute research of a similar nature amongst other South African genera,

and during this time a series of papers dealing with the development of

the embryo- sac appeared.

Pearson's observations on Welwitschia at once raised many points with

regard to its alliance with Gnetum and their affinity to the Angiosperms.

Both these phases he entered into fully, and even predicted that Gnetum

would show similar fertilisation phenomena as pertained in Welwitschia.

Having disposed of the botanical details of the fertilisation of Wel-

witschia, Pearson with characteristic thoroughness turned his attention to

Gnetum. Here again the first step that he undertook was a study of the

life-history of Gnetum. africamim. With this object in view he visited

Angola in 1909, and obtained material for such an investigation as he had

previously carried out on Welwitschia.

From his examination of Gnetum africanum and two other species he

concluded that Gnetum showed a much closer degree of affinity with Wel-

witschia than with Ephedra. His first paper left many interesting points

in connection with the male gametophyte still to be cleared up. By this

time Gnetum was being examined by several workers, and l^efore Pearson's

second paper on Gnetum dealing with the morphology of the inflorescence

and flower appeared, Thompson in America published the results of his

examination of the embryo-sac and male gametophyte, from which it was

evident that the conditions in Gnetum resembled those in Welwitschia, as

Pearson had many years before predicted,

Pearson, however, had not been slow in unravelling the puzzling and

difficult histological details connected with the reproduction of Gnetum, for,

in his paper presented to the Linnean Society on June 4, 1914, he showed

very clearly that " the primary endosperm of Gnetum is in all respects

homologous with the primary endosperm of Welwitschia,'' and his sugges-

tions that such fertilisation phenomena might be associated with the polar

nuclei in Angiosperms have given rise to much reasonable discussion and

speculation on these points.

Two further papers on Gnetum were written by Pearson prior to his

death, and are as yet still in the press.

Pearson, in his travels in South-West Africa, did not confine himself to

the mere collection of material for further study in the la])oratory or com-
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parison in the herbarium, but he set himself to inquire in the field into

certain definite physiological phenomena connected with the internal

temperatures of plants growing under desert conditions. Observations

made in December on Ewpliorhia virosa^ and Aloe clichotoma revealed the

fact that the internal temperature of the former rose as high as 51*5° C.

Eu])lior})ia^ also showed an excess of internal temperature over that of shade

by 15*35° C, while Aloe did not vary more than 5° C. He further made

the interesting observation that when wounded a considerable drop in

internal temperature took place in Eu])horhia ; this, Pearson explained, was

partly due to evaporation at the wound and partly to the expansion of

gas in the air chambers.

In addition to his more purely scientific work Pearson also undertook

an investigation of the " Witchweed," a phanerogamic parasite which was

causing damage to maize crops in the Transvaal. The botanical characters

of the parasite were soon worked out with a skill and clearness of vision

that were characteristic of the man, but through no fault of his no practical

solution to the problem was arrived at.

As a lecturer Pearson had that rare gift of ready and lucid exposition.

He thought quickly and clearly. He took an active though unobtrusive

part in the affairs of the Cape of Good Hope University, and latterly was

much absorbed in the selection of the site of the University of Cape Town
on the Groot Schuur Estate and its future relationship to the National

Botanic Gardens.

To the South African public Pearson was best known as the Director of

the National Gardens at Kirstenbosch, which ofiice he filled in an honorary

capacity, and nothing pleased him more when opportunity arose than to

show both local and distant visitors the work that was then in hand at the

Gardens and discuss plans and possibilities for the future, always both

humorous and courteous to all alike.

By Pearson's untimely death the Royal Societies of both London and

South Africa have been robbed of a Fellow whose name will always rank

with those of Thunberg, Burchell, Ecklon, Zeyher, Drcge, and Bolus, whether

he be regarded as a naturalist, botanist, traveller, explorer, or teacher.

He is lamented by all who knew him, and it is difficult to contemplate

Cape Town and the National Gardens without his cheery and enlivening

presence. Ill could the country afford to lose him. I. B. P. E.
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